
SVY Volunteer Points System 

During 2013, the SVY swim team introduced a volunteer tracking system.  The purpose of this system is 

to ensure that all families become involved with the swim team’s dual and hosted meets.  Our hosted 

meets (Strong Kids Meet, New Year’s Splash, March Madness, Miles of Miles, Long Course Cup and July 

Independence) require over 100 volunteers per meet (not including officials).  The volunteer tracking 

system helps ensure that the SVY Swim Team can continue to successfully host meets.  The SVY Swim 

Team hosted meets have many purposes; one of these is to raise money for the team which benefits all 

of the members. 

Each season, SVY will set a minimum number of points to be earned by each family.  Once a family earns 

their minimum amount of points, it should not be viewed as a reason to no longer volunteer for SVY 

Swim Team programs.  Meeting the minimum point requirement does not exempt a family from having 

to volunteer at swim meets or swim team functions in which their child(ren) is (are) participating.  

Failure to volunteer when requested may jeopardize your child’s participation in that event or future 

SVY Swim Team activities.  All families whose children are swimming during our hosted meets are 

expected to work upon request, regardless of point status. 

How the Points Work 

Each family is required to earn a minimum number of volunteer points.  There are two ways to earn 

points: working our hosted meets and our dual meets.  Away invitational meet timing assignments will 

still be assigned and posted within 48 hours of the event.  We only get timing assignments for away 

invitationals about 72 hours before the meet. We cannot inform you of details/assignments until 2 days 

before these meets.  Away invitational meets will typically not count towards your point total as the 

assignments are not guaranteed and vary meet by meet. 

Most of the sessions of our hosted meets will be worth one - two points depending on the job.  Some 

jobs could be worth more.  For reference, working one session in a meet is usually a 4-6 hour 

commitment.  Please note that although the start time of the volunteer jobs is known, the end time can 

be earlier or later than stated:  earlier if the session ends early or later if something unpreventable 

causes the session to run longer.  You will receive the original assigned number of volunteer points in 

either case. 

The number of points required will be adjusted at the beginning of each season based on the anticipated 

format of the hosted meets for that season.   

Each position will be worth a predetermined # of points which could change from meet to meet 

depending on the circumstances.  You will know when you sign up for a particular position how many 

points that position is worth.  Most dual meet jobs will be considered 1 point. 

 

 



Penalties 

While the majority of our volunteers do the work that they commit to, there are those who do not.  We 

therefore have no choice but to assign penalties for jobs committed to, but not worked, as it is difficult 

to find replacements at the last minute. 

1.  If a volunteer signs up or is assigned and does not show up, the penalty will be a fine of $50.00 

for the first offense, $75.00 for the second and $100.00 for the third.  The fine will be applied to 

your next bill.  If you can’t fulfill your commitment, you will need to find a replacement. 

 

2. If families do not satisfy their volunteer point requirement by the end of the season, there will 

be a $50.00 penalty per unworked volunteer point.  Please remember, we prefer to have your 

time and not your money!!! 

If you have extenuating circumstances that will not allow you to earn your volunteer points, please talk 

to the volunteer coordinator, a member of the competition committee or the parent board president.  

Oftentimes we can find a job that will fit in with your restrictions.  If you truly have unique circumstances, 

we will take that into consideration.  Please contact us as early as possible. 

Please note: 

We have to adequately staff our hosted meets in order to run them.   

1-If you choose not to sign up and your child(ren) is (are) swimming, you may be assigned.  You must 

inform us of any conflicts up front or find your own replacement if assigned.  You will still be 

responsible for earning all of your points.  

2-There may not be volunteer positions available in the sessions your child is swimming.  YOU MAY 

HAVE TO WORK A SESSION THAT YOUR CHILD(REN) IS (ARE) NOT SWIMMING.  Sign up early! 

3-If you are a winter only swimmer and your child swims one of our long course meets; you will be 

required to work each session your child swims.   

4-We prefer that you do not earn all of your points during one meet.  You may be limited to how many 

positions you can sign up for each meet.   

5-Winter only swimmers are required to work one session at a summer long course hosted meet (Long 

Course Cup in June or the July Invitational in July) 

6- YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO EARN ALL OF YOUR POINTS BY WORKING DUAL MEETS.     

 

 

 



 

Point Minimums (to be determined at the beginning of each season) 

2013-2014 Winter (Short Course) Season 

One swimmer families will be required to earn a minimum of 4.5 points at hosted meets (Strong Kids, 

New Year’s Splash, Miles of Miles and March Madness) and 2 points at dual meets for a total minimum 

of 6.5 points. 

Families with 2 or more swimmers will be required to earn a minimum of 6.0 points at hosted meets 

(Strong Kids, New Year’s Splash, Miles of Miles and March Madness) and 3 points at dual meets for a 

total minimum of 9.0 points *. 

Families with children swimming on the Bronze Group (8 and under) only will be required to earn 1 

point at hosted meets and 2 points at dual meets for a total of 3 points. *If a family has more than one 

swimmer (both not on Bronze) they will be required to earn 9.0 points as stated above.  

 

We realize that oftentimes there are conflicts between invitational 

and dual meets for some groups.  We also realize that siblings may be 

on the same dual meet teams.  If these conflicts do not allow you to 

earn all of your dual meet points please inform us as soon as possible!  

Open jobs will be assigned and you will be responsible for finding your 

own replacement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


